Data Validation Option Foundation

Deliver Value to your Data Integration Efforts

Today’s enterprise data integration efforts demand a high performance, scalable data validation technology to ensure business rules are validated and data movement is complete and accurate. The Data Validation Option Foundation engagement enables you to accelerate the effective deployment of the Data Validation Option (DVO) within your enterprise to quickly deliver value to your data integration efforts. During this engagement, you will benefit from the knowledge and experience of Informatica Professional Services in installing, configuring and leveraging DVO within your environment based on proven best practices and deployment strategies.

By working closely with you to understand your testing and reconciliation needs, we will recommend appropriate strategies for your testing environment and standard practices to help you generate maximum productivity from the DVO technology.

We will help your organization to quickly realize the value of the Data Validation Option and begin the process of extending the solution to meet your unique requirements. Our knowledge transfer efforts as part of this engagement will ensure that your team can effectively manage and extend the DVO technology to support your current and future needs.

Key Program Deliverables

- Physical installation of Informatica’s Data Validation Option
- Configuration of Data Validation Option against one PowerCenter domain
- Outline of naming standards for DVO and related PWC resources
- High-level knowledge transfer covering the Data Validation Option
- Creation of DVO pilot consisting of either new tests or conversion of existing tests against data in your current environment
- DVO implementation roadmap and specific environment recommendations

Key Program Details

- With our Data Validation consultant you will cover:
  - Document Testing Strategy
    - Current testing practices
    - Environment configuration (PowerCenter details, OS, Repositories, data sources etc.)
  - ...
Key Program Details (continued)

- Deployment of Data Validation Option
  - High-level review of Architectural Options in a multi-project environment
  - Workstation Installation of DVO
  - Configuration of Connectivity to PowerCenter
- Knowledge Transfer
  - Familiarization with DVO UI and key features
  - Review of available DVO test types and selection for the pilot
  - Demonstrate manual and generated test creation
  - Review of in-built reports and repository DB Views
  - Integration with External Processes through DVO Command Line

Prerequisites
Our Data Validation Consultant will need access to:

- Applicable Database Administrators / Personnel
- Data connectivity access to both source and target systems involved with validation
- Your systems, to install the software and make any needed configuration adjustments

About Informatica
Informatica Corporation (Nasdaq:INFA) is the world’s number one independent provider of data integration software. Organizations around the world rely on Informatica to realize their information potential and drive top business imperatives. Informatica Vibe, the industry’s first and only embeddable virtual data machine (VDM), powers the unique “Map Once. Deploy Anywhere.” capabilities of the Informatica Platform. Worldwide, over 5,000 enterprises depend on Informatica to fully leverage their information assets from devices to mobile to social to big data residing on-premise, in the Cloud and across social networks. For more information, call +1 650-385-5000 (1-800-653-3871 in the U.S.), or visit www.informatica.com.
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